We investigated four geometric optical illusions (Zfllner, Miiller-Lyer, Ponzo and Delboeuf), plus illusory contour[border induction (Kanizsa) and depth in random-dot stereograms (Julesz). Two different display conditions were compared: equiluminance with chromaticity contrast and heteroluminance without chromaticity contrast. The main results are as follows. (1) The strength of the four geometric optical illusions is the same under both display conditions. The ZSiiner illusion reaches its maximum and levels off at a luminance contrast of about 80%; it disappears at luminance contrasts of less than 15%. (2) No illusory contours are perceived in equiluminant Kanizsa figures. The minimum luminance contrast for illusory contour induction in the Kanizsa square is on average 1.8%, for illusory border induction in the abutting grating illusion it is 5.3%. (3) Random-dot stereograms were found to induce depth equally well in both display modes. The disparity threshold for perceiving depth in isochromatic random-dot stereograms levels off at a luminance contrast of 30%. With larger disparities, depth is perceived down to about 10% contrast. The findings suggest that geometric optical illusions of paraileiness (orientation), length and size are mediated by the parvocellular system; furthermore, that stereoscopic depth is mediated both by the magnocellular and the parvocellular systems; and that illusory contours are mediated by the magnocellular system.
INTRODUCTION
Recent anatomical and physiological studies on the primate visual system suggest the existence of two parallel pathways; these are defined histologically in terms of the layering of the lateral geniculate nucleus into parvocellular (P-) and magnocelluhtr (M-) systems (DeYoe & Van Essen, 1988; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Zeki & Shipp, 1988; Martin, 1988) . In the striate cortex, the parvocellular pathway is further subdivided into parvo-blob (PB-) and parvo-interblob (PI-) systems, according to their physiological properties, their local interconnections, and their projections to area 18 (Livingstone & Hubel, 1984a,b; De Yoe & Van Essen, 1988) . It has been reported that blob cells are not selective for stimulus orientation, but possess colour-opponent centre-surround organization (Livingstone & Hubel, 1984a). Therefore, this channel was thought to play a central role in colour vision. The interblob system, characterized by high spatial resolution and orientation selectivity, is thought to be involved in high-resolution form perception. By contrast, cells of the M-channel show broadband responses to chromatic stimuli, are more sensitive to low luminance contrast, respond transiently and have directional selectivity. They are believed to be responsible for motion perception and stereopsis (Livingstone & Hubel, 1984a , 1987 . Although significant advances have been made in our understanding of the parallel information-processing channels (DeYoe & Van Essen, 1988; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Zeki & Shipp, 1988; Martin, 1988) , the functional role of these channels is still open to debate. For example, the notion that illusory-contour formation is mediated by an achromatic system is based on the observations that there is a high degree of interaction between illusory contour and stereoscopic depth perception (Ramachandran, 1987) . Livingstone and Hubel (1987) assigned stereopsis, motion, form and pattern perception to the M-system, because these abilities were all degraded or eliminated using equiluminant colour stimuli, as are the magnocellular cells' responses. On the other hand, Gregory (1977) and Gregory and Heard (1989) showed that in a Kanizsa figure having high colour contrast, but zero luminance contrast, the illusory contours and brightness did not entirely disappear, although they were reduced. Ejima and Takahashi (1988) found that the perception of illusory contours under equiluminance depends upon the purity (saturation) difference between the coloured lines and the white field. Other investigators (Lu & Fender, 1972; De Weert, 1979; De Yoe & Van Essen, 1988) claim stereopsis for the parvocellular pathway, because a high acuity for random-dot stereopsis is required and this is reduced for equiluminant chromatic stimuli. A later report of De Weert and Sadza (1983) claimed that fine stereopsis may be possible using purely chromatic differences, implying a PB contribution.
In view of these discrepancies, we re-examined the depth and form illusions (in the domains of length, size and orientation) by using a quantitative paradigm, which allowed us to compare, with measurable indices, the stereo-depth perception and the geometric illusions at achromatic luminance contrast (LC) and at equiluminant colour contrast (CC). In the equiluminance condition, there is only a colour difference between the figure and background; parvocellular cells remain active, but the activity of the M-system is minimized (De Valois, Snodderly, Yund & Hepler, 1977; Kriiger, 1979; Hicks, Lee & Vidyasagar, 1983) . As neurons in the P-system are far less sensitive to low contrast than the magnocellular cells (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982) , the M-system could be selectively activated using low-contrast luminance patterns.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Observers
Six male (including one of the authors) students and one female student participated as subjects. They had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal colour vision. All observers, except for one of the authors (GK), were unaware of the experiment's purpose.
Stimulation
The stimuli were generated on a colour graphics system consisting of a colour monitor (D03402) and a graphics equipment (Vectrix VX384-A) driven by an AST 286 computer. The resolution of the monitor was 720 x 512 pixels. Using eight bits for each colour allows 256 luminance levels per gun per pixel. The frame rate was 75 Hz. The CIE chromaticity coordinates of the monitor phosphors were: for redX = 0.60, Y = 0.35; and forgreen X= 0.31, Y= 0.57. Light intensities were determined with a spot photometer (Minolta LS-I00). The screen was viewed at a distance of 57 cm from the observer's eyes. All geometric parameters (orientation and length of lines, radius of circles and disparity of random dots), luminance and colour of the stimuli were controlled by computer programs. For each paradigm 10 trials were repeated and the initial parameters were randomized from trial to trial.
Experiments were carried out in a dimly lit room. In all the experiments, except where stated otherwise, the LC [(Zmax-Zmin)/(Lraax q-Lmin) × 100%] between the stimulus patterns (8.6 cd/m 2) and the background (0.1 cd/m 2) was 98 %. The colour contrast patterns employed were red figures presented against a green background, but green figures on a red background were also used. A more detailed description of the stimulus patterns and of the psychophysical measurements are given in each experimental section.
Flicker-photometry equiluminance measurement
All psychophysical measurements were undertaken first at luminance contrast, then at colour contrast. Equiluminance was determined by generating a rectangle (0.5 × 0.5 deg) on the colour monitor screen which alternated in colour from red to green at a frequency of 15 c/sec. We fixed the luminance of the green phosphor at 8.6 cd/m 2, and changed the intensity of the red phosphor in steps of 0.17 cd/m 2 until no flicker could be seen. Flicker-photometry measurement was also done in one observer with a line (3 deg in length, 12.5 min arc in width). Compared to the rectangle, no significant difference was observed (t-test, P = 0.69). The equiluminant red/green ratio for seven observers varied between 0.70 and 1.22, mean 0.89 + 0.10.
To minimize any variations in equiluminance with retinal eccentricity, we measured flicker-photometry equiluminance ratios as a function of eccentricity for four observers. No significant difference was found within a +6 deg central field. We therefore confined the test patterns to this area.
EXPERIMENT 1: ORIENTATION ILLUSION
Stimulus patterns and procedure
The Z611ner illusion [ Fig. 1 (B) ] was investigated and the stimulus pattern was presented with luminance contrast and with colour contrast respectively. The illusory figure subtended 6.5 x 5.5 deg. The four oblique lines (test lines) are parallel, but do not look parallel, due to the different orientations of the short intersecting bars. The test lines were 6.5 deg in length and 6.3 min arc in width, tilted at 45 deg; interline spacing was 1.3 deg. The inducing bars were 1 deg in length (interline spacing 0.4deg), horizontally and vertically oriented. The observer's task was to adjust the tilt angle (in steps of 0.13 deg) of the second and the fourth lines until they looked parallel to the other lines. The magnitude of the illusion was quantified by taking the difference in the tilt angle between neighbouring lines (zero means parallel).
The Zrllner illusion at LC and at CC
The magnitude of the Z611ner illusion was measured at LC and at CC for four observers. left and right hatched columns represent parallel errors for the test lines in the illusory figure, determined at LC ~ 0.5 and at CC respectively. The magnitude of the illusion was defined as the difference between the illusory and the ,~ control values of parallelness error (the control value has ~ 0.o not been subtracted in the plotted error values, this is also adopted for the other illusions in the present study). For ~-o.5 two of the observers (GK and DZ), the extent of the illusion at LC and at CC was almost the same; for the remaining two, the magn£tudes of the illusion at LC and CC were not significantly different (t-test for the four observers, P = 0.52 + 0.26). It is interesting to note that a large difference in the strength of the illusion was found among observers, varying from 0.97 to 2.5 deg.
Effect of luminance contrast on orientation illusion
In a further experiment, we tested the dependence of the magnitude of the ZSllner illusion on stimulus contrast. The illusory pattern was presented at luminance contrasts that ranged from 15% to 98% and parallelness errors were measured at each contrast. results for four observers. The magnitude of the illusion declined rapidly below 33% contrast, and the illusion disappeared (reached the control level) at 15% contrast. The contrast function saturates at a value of 78%. 
The Ponzo illusion
In the Ponzo illusion [ Fig. 4(A) ], the vertical line near to the sharp angle at the left appears longer than the line to the right (9.2 deg apart), although they are actually equal in length (4 deg visual angle). Observers were asked to compensate for the illusion by adjusting the length of the right vertical line to match the length of the left line (step size = 0.07 deg visual angle). Control tests were made with a pair of vertical lines without the inducing figure. The results are shown in Fig. 4(B) . Open columns represent the length errors (defined in the same way as for Miiller-Lyer illusion) measured with the control lines. They were < 1.8% (mean 0.25%) for all the observers. The heights of the hatched columns show that although the length error varied considerably between different individuals (5.2-18.2%), the extent of the Ponzo illusion at LC (left hatched columns) and CC (right hatched columns) was nearly the same for three observers (D J, LW and ZXY), and for the fourth (GK), the difference was not significant (t-test, P = 0.08).
EXPERIMENT 3: SIZE ILLUSION
The Delboeuf illusion [ Fig. 5(A) ] was compared at LC and at CC. The illusory figure consists of two inner circles of equal radius and two outer circles of different radius. The inner circle surrounded by the large outer circle appears to be smaller than the same inner circle of the line appears to be longer than the left. The observer's task was to shift the middle wing towards the right or the left (by pressing the related buttons) until the two segments looked equally long.
Step size was 0.04 deg. Control measurements were made using a horizontal line with a bar to be placed in the middle [ Fig. 3(A) ]. The length discrimination error (length error) is defined as: left length -right length x 100, 0.5(left length + right length) where the denominator represents half of the entire length. Figure 3(C) shows the results for four observers. The length errors for the control (open columns) are negligible for three of the observers and relatively small (-2%) for the remaining observer (GK). The extent of the MiiUer-Lyer illusion measured at LC and CC are represented by the left and right hatched columns respectively. Error bars show the SDs for 10 repetitions. As can be seen from the height of the columns, all observers produced sizeable length illusions at both contrast conditions. The length errors for one observer (LW) were around 6%, and for the other observers, higher than 12%. Although the length errors at CC seem to be smaller than those at LC, the difference was not statistically significant for any of the observers (t-test, P = 0.39 + 0.36). surrounded by the small outer circle. The observers were asked to adjust the size of the right inner circle to that of the left inner circle (1.0 deg radius).
Step size was 0.04 deg (radius) within a range of 0.5-1.5 deg radius. The control pattern consisted of two adjacent circles without the outer inducing circles. Comparing the radius of the two inner circles, error in size discrimination (radius error) is defined as left radius --right radius × 100. left radius
In Fig. 5(B) , open columns represent measurements with the control test, the radius error was zero for two observers (GK and MJT) and less than 0.5% for the others (DZ and D J). The left and right hatched columns give the measurements for the illusion induced by the outer circles under LC and CC respectively. The results show that the extent of the illusion at LC and at CC was the same for one observer (GK), and not significantly different for the other,~ (t-test, P= 0.74 + 0.19). The radius error ranged from 5.7% to 11.6% for different observers.
EXPERIMENT 4:
CONTOUR AND BORDER ILLUSIONS Two Kanizsa (197!9) patterns showing illusory contour and border were used. The illusory contour VR 35/12--D pattern [ Fig. 6(A) ] consisted of four black disks (1 deg radius) with quarter segments removed and four line segmentsorientedorthogonally(1 deglength). Thepattern subtended 6 x 6 deg. The border illusion was induced by an abutting-line-grating pattern [ Fig. 6(B) ], subtending 12 x 12 deg, with 1.4 deg spacing among individual grating lines. Unlike the illusory effects described so far, the illusory contour and/or borders can be clearly seen under LC, but not under CC. In the latter case, observers simply saw isolated disks and lines (for the contour test), or two independent sets of lines (for the border test). To quantify the magnitude of the contour illusion at LC and CC, we designed an experiment using a variant of the Ponzo illusion, i.e. Kanizsa triangle (Kanizsa, 1974) . Two vertical lines (4 deg length, 5.5 deg apart) were placed within an illusory triangle [ Fig. 6(C) ], and the inducing pattern presented first with luminance contrast and then with colour contrast (between illusory figure and background). The length errors thus obtained served as a measure indicating the degree of the contour illusion under the two different contrast conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 6(D) . The left hatched columns represent the length errors at LC, and the right hatched columns the length errors at CC. Compared to the control value (open columns) for each observer (the length error obtained without the inducing triangle), the illusion under condition CC disappeared completely for three observers (LW, DJ and GK), and the difference is not significant (t-test, P = 0.33) for the fourth (ZXY).
We measured the threshold contrast for the contour and border illusions and found that all observers could see the illusory contour very clearly at very low contrast levels. For generating the contour illusion shown in Fig. 6(A) , the minimum contrast needed varied between 1.0% and 3.2% (mean = 1.8 + 1.1%), and for the border illusion in Fig. 6(B) , between 3.2% and 6.4% (mean = 5.3 + 1.3%).
EXPERIMENT 5: STEREO-DEPTH PERCEPTION
Stimulus pattern
Pairs of random-dot stereograms (Julesz, 1971) were generated on the colour monitor separated by a black cardboard and each viewed through one eye. The stereograms [ Fig A pair of random-dot stereograms were generated on a colour monitor, they are 2.5 x 2.5 deg, separated by a black cardboard and each viewed with one eye. (A) A fixation square (0.15 x 0.15 deg) was centered in each of the two stereograms, around which was a small U-shaped area (as indicated). The dots within this area were horizontally displaced to create a horizontal disparity in the fixation plane. The direction of the gap of the U-area varied from trial to trial and had to be indicated by the observer. Mean luminance was 10 cd/mL For the LC stereograms, contrast is 60%. The CC stereograms were presented with red dots against a green background. Individual dot size is 1 rain arc and mean density of the stereograms 26 dots/deg. individual random-dot size was 1 min arc, and the mean density was 26 dots/deg. Within a small U-shaped area around the centre [as indicated in Fig. 7(A) ], the dots were horizontally displaced to produce a crossed disparity causing them to appear to lie in front of the fixation plane.
The direction of the gap of the U-shaped area varied randomly among left, right, up and down from presentation to presentation. When the observers saw the pattern in depth, they were asked to point out the correct direction of the gap by pushing an arrow bar on the computer keyboard. Disparities from 1 to 28 min arc were randomly generated by computer, and the disparity threshold of the observers was measured. The LC stereograms were presented at a contrast of 60%, and the CC stereograms were presented with red dots against a green background, or vice versa.
Stereo-depth perception at LC and CC
Stereo-depth was examined with the LC and CC stereograms for three observers, all of whom could perceive the U-shaped pattern in depth and correctly indicate the direction of the gap at equiluminance. We compared the disparity thresholds at LC and at CC and found that the threshold at CC was nearly as low as it was at LC. In Fig. 7(B) are shown the mean results for three observers. The open column indicates the stereoscopic threshold at LC (1.13 _ 0.27 min arc) and the hatched column the threshold at CC (1.43 + 0.56min arc). In both conditions, the resolution for disparity reached a high level, and the difference was not significant for any of the observers (t-test, P=0.1, 0.08 and 0.56 respectively).
Effect of luminance contrast on stereoscopic threshold
We measured the disparity threshold as a function of luminance contrast for three observers. In this experiment, mean luminance of the stereograms was maintained at 10 cd/m 2 and the luminance contrast was varied between 10% and 99%. Figure 8 shows the averaged data. Disparity threshold decreases with increasing luminance contrast and levels off at a luminance contrast of about 30%. With larger disparities, depth is perceived down to 10% contrast.
DISCUSSION
Under equiluminance conditions, all the geometric illusions tested were as strong as at luminance contrast; the perception for orientation, length and size were also as accurate as they were with luminance contrast. This suggests that the fundamental geometric properties of visual images, as well as the related form illusions (Zrllner, Miiller-Lyer, Ponzo and Delboeuf illusions), are processed by the P-system. The relatively high contrast required for generating the Zrllner illusion (about 15%, see Fig. : 2) also suggests a parvocellular mechanism. For stereopsis however, a dual mechanism may exist. The high re:solution of depth shown by the disparity threshold (1.43 min arc) at purely chromatic contrast provides evidence for a PB-mechanism, and the role of the M-system is shown by the substantially low contrast threshold for stereopsis (for low disparity about 10%, Fig. 8 ). It is thought that the P-system is characterized by high contrast and high spatial frequency stereopsis, and the M-system by low contrast and low spatial frequency stereopsis (Schiller, Logothetis & Charles, 1990) . Different results were obtained for the border and contour illusions, which disappeared entirely at equiluminance. However, the threshold luminance contrast for the border illusion (mean = 5.3%) and for the contour illusion (mean = 1.8%) were extremely low. Both characteristics point towards a magnocellular contribution to the illu,;ions of contour and border.
Electrophysiological studies (vonder Heydt, Peterhans & Baumgartner, 1984; yon der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989; Peterhans &von der Heydt, 1989) showed that, in monkey prestriate corte'~ (V2), about one-third of the cells studied responded to illusory contour (and border) stimuli as if real lines or edges were present at the site of the contour. Other investigators reported illusory contour responses also in V1 of macaque monkey (Grosof, Shapley & Hawken, 1993) , and in areas 17 and 18 of cat (Redies, Crook & Creutzfeldt, 1986) , indicating that neurons as early as V1 may contribute to the generation of illusory contours. A recent study in area V2 (Peterhans &von der Heydt, 1993) found that neurons sensitive to illusory contour (Kanizsa figure) and illusory border (abutting line gratings) were present in the pale and thick cytochrome oxidase stripes, but absent in the thin stripes, the latter are thought to receive inputs from the blobs of V1 and process colour information . This result is consistent with the disappearance of the contour and border illusions under equiluminance. On the other hand, the findings that neurons sensitive to binocular disparity were found in all three types of stripes support the notion that information about stereoscopic depth is carried by both the P-and M-systems.
The results presented in this study are in good agreement with the lesion studies in primates by and . They examined the visual capacities of rhesus monkeys with small lesions in either the parvoceUular or the magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus. They found that only parvocellular lesions disrupted the perception of colour, texture (array of lines with differences in orientation, length or width), fine checkerboard pattern, shape (circles vs squares) and stereopsis; none of the magnocellular lesions yielded any of these deficits.
